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WHY ADD TESTS?

It's not about increasing coverage.



WHY ADD TESTS?

It's about empowering the ability to change the code.



TESTS THAT VERIFY 
IMPLEMENTATION 

 RATHER THAN BEHAVIOR 
 !



VERIFY BEHAVIOR, NOT 
IMPLEMENTATION

…But there are times to bend this rule, 
especially with legacy code.



WRITING A TEST
▸ Arrange
▸ Act
▸ Assert



@interface Foo : NSObject

- (instancetype)initWithBar:(Bar *)bar;

// Other methods...

@end



- (void)test1
{
    Foo *sut = [[Foo alloc] initWithBar:???];
}



- (void)test1
{
    Bar *bar = [[Bar alloc] init];
    Foo *sut = [[Foo alloc] initWithBar:bar];
}

- (void)test1
{
    Foo *sut = [[Foo alloc] initWithBar:nil];
}

- (void)test1
{
    Bar *mockBar = mock([Bar class]);
    Foo *sut = [[Foo alloc] initWithBar:mockBar];
}



IMPLICIT DEPENDENCIES THAT CAN'T BE MANAGED
@interface Foo()
@property (readonly, nonatomic, strong) Bar *bar;
@property (readonly, nonatomic, strong) Networker *networker;
@end

@implementation Foo

- (instancetype)initWithBar:(Bar *)bar
{
    self = [super init];
    if (self)
    {
        _bar = bar;
        _networker = [[Networker alloc] init];
    }
    return self;
}



EXTRACT INJECTABLE INITIALIZER
@implementation Foo

- (instancetype)initWithBar:(Bar *)bar networker:(Networker *)networker
{
    self = [super init];
    if (self)
    {
        _bar = bar;
        _networker = networker;
    }
    return self;
}

- (instancetype)initWithBar:(Bar *)bar
{
    return [self initWithBar:bar networker:[[Networker alloc] init]];
}



To refactor, the code needs to be covered by tests.

To test, the code needs to be refactored.





SLOW FEEDBACK TO VERIFY REFACTORING
For an app: Navigate to area that exercises the code

For a library: Drop library into an app, exercise the code

If nothing else: Get a code review



HOPEFULLY YOU CAN NOW 
INSTANTIATE THE SUT 

 IN A TEST



WRITING A TEST
▸ Arrange
▸ Act
▸ Assert



THE METHOD IS FIGHTING YOU (CORE)
- (id)someMethod
{
    // ...Various things that interfere with unit testing

    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST

    // ...Other things that interfere with unit testing
}



THE METHOD IS FIGHTING YOU (DOUGHNUT)
- (id)someMethod
{
    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST

    // ...Something that interferes with unit testing

    MORE STUFF WE REALLY WANT TO TEST
}



THE METHOD IS FIGHTING YOU (CORE)
- (id)someMethod
{
    // ...Various things that interfere with unit testing

    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST

    // ...Other things that interfere with unit testing
}



EXTRACT METHOD
- (id)someMethod
{
    // ...Various things that interfere with unit testing

    id result = [self whatWeWantToTest];

    // ...Other things that interfere with unit testing
}

- (id)whatWeWantToTest
{
    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST
}



THE METHOD IS FIGHTING YOU (DOUGHNUT)
- (id)someMethod
{
    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST

    // ...Something that interferes with unit testing

    MORE STUFF WE REALLY WANT TO TEST
}



EXTRACT…
- (id)someMethod
{
    THE PART WE REALLY WANT TO TEST

    id result = [self thingThatInterferesWithUnitTesting];

    MORE STUFF WE REALLY WANT TO TEST
}

- (id)thingThatInterferesWithUnitTesting
{
    // ...Something that interferes with unit testing
}



…AND OVERRIDE METHOD
@interface TestableFoo : Foo
@end

@implementation TestableFoo

- (id)thingThatInterferesWithUnitTesting
{
    WHATEVER WE WANT!
}

@end



EXTRACT AND 
 OVERRIDE METHOD

POWERFUL… BUT THE WORST FORM OF 
DEPENDENCY INJECTION



VERIFY BEHAVIOR, NOT 
IMPLEMENTATION

…But there are times to bend this rule, 
especially with legacy code.



WRITING A TEST
▸ Arrange
▸ Act
▸ Assert



- (void)test1
{
    Foo *sut = [[TestableFoo alloc] initWithBar:nil];

    id result = [sut returnSomething];

    assertThat(result, is(@"What I expect"));
}



MAKE TEST NAMES SUPER-DESCRIPTIVE
test1

testMethod

testMethod_withParticularSetUp_shouldDoWhatIExpect



TESTS SHOULD VERIFY 
 "ONE TRUTH"

▸ It's tempting to reuse all that setup for more assertions. But don't
▸ It's tempting to reuse the state for more tests. But don't



GET YOUR OWN COPY OF THESE SLIDES:

qualitycoding.org/testjam


